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The Guardian Elite Series window offers a   

seamless clean look while still  maintaining          

incredible numbers in structural and thermal 

performance. Guaridan Elite is built to look     

like a wood window, without having the              

hassles of wood windows and all the                    

benefits of vinyl .  

Why Sacrifice longevity for beauty when 

you can have both? 

STATEMENT 



Double 

Hung  

Beveled exterior provides elegance & beauty. 
Top sash handle, maintaing the look 

and feel of a true wood window. . 

Dual Cam, traditional styling.  This locking system 

enhances the beauty and elegance of the window 

with its size and sleek appearance.  

Welded butt-joint look, sash frame: 

Maintaining the true feel of a wood  

window.  



Slider           

Window 

Double Hung and Sliding Window Hardware 

Matte Bronze 
(Standard on all Laminates) 

Antique Brass  
(Optional) 

Brushed Nickel
(Optional) 

Euro-White    
(Standard) 

EZ Glide System 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system contains and anodized  aluminum 

track (1.) and precision ball bearing wheels (2.)   

for smoother glide and operation. 

1. 2. 



 

Casement  

Awning 

Our awning window offers a sleek, 

contemporary look and is practical 

in areas with obstructions.  It cranks 

out smoothly for air airculation while 

protecting your home from the     

outside elements.  Awning in          

addition to being used individually, 

can be used as part of a multi      

window configurations, for example 

with a picture window.  

Beveled screen frame with the         

apprearance of wood molding for  

added beauty.   

Guardian Elite Series Casement Window –cranks out smoothly 

for maximum ventilation as well as effortless cleaning. 

Guardian Elite Series New 

Performance Casement 

Hinge: capable of supporting a 

140lb sash, means we can now 

build operable windows that can 

meet many of todays new       

energy efficient glass units, like 

GES’s XR138. 



Patio Door Intuition               

Lock System 

The ergonomic ONE-MOTION             

operation allows the homeowner        

to unlock and lopen the door in a      

single fluid motion.  Using a modern 

design that eliminates the lever, the 

handle does not protrude into the 

glass area enhancing the sightline            

  of any sliding door. 

Color Options: 

Brushed Nickel 

Antique Brass 

Euro-White 

Matte Bronze  

Retractable Mini-Blinds 

Our retractable Mini-Blinds 

installed between the glass 

allow homeowners to    

control privacy and        

sunlight by raising, lowering 

and adjusting tilting. 

Patio Door Merit Lock System  

Euro– White 

(standard) 

Brushed Nickel 

(optional) 

Matt Bronze 

(standard on 

laminates) 

 

Guardian Elite Series                                     

Patio Door 

The perfect blen of beauty and                                    

functionally. Combines all of our                                   

incredible  structural and thermal                            

performance features while                                     

maintaining the traditional look                                      

of a true wood door.  



 

 

 

Superior Construction 

No other manufacturer has a       

greater commitment to quality than 

we do.  Our new, redesigned Bay 

and Bow Windows have                  

incorporated the latest innovation   

in fenestration technology to        

provide a winow that is energy      

efficient, functional, and much 

more beautiful.  Bay and Bow       

windows open uop your living space 

with elegance and beauty  

Two inch insulated head and seat 

board, furniture grade veneer and 

standard 1 1/4 inch jamb.  

Water Penetration barrier below 

each window and mullion  

Standard foam insulated mullions 

with threaded rod. 

Silicone free interior and exterior. 



Exterior Options 

All colors are available    

at an additional charge.  

Please ask your              

representative to see     

actual callers.  

Painted exteriors must 

have full screens   

Interior  

Options 

Color 

Euro-White 

(standard) 

Winchester 

(Optional) 

Melrose Cherry 

(Optional) 

Dark Oak  

(Optional) 

Bronze 

Basic Brown 

Cocoa 

Almond 

Sandstone  

Terra Brown 



XR138 
The glass is one of the most important elements 

of your new window. It is about 90% of the whole 

window. Your decision will dramatically affect 

your living comfort and expenses for many years. 

This 1 ⅜” glass unit offers you the best in energy 

efficiency.  

The refective coatings are microscopically 

thin layers of metal and metal oxide that 

act like a filter. Some energy is transmitted, 

some energy is reflected.  

In climates where heating and cooling are the 

primary concern, Green Eco Glass is designed to 

take advantage of  free solar heat, resulting in 

higher inside glass temperature.  Passive solar and 

thermal insulation reduce the draft sensation 

caused by cold glass surfaces, providing windows 

that reduce heating costs.   

The glass panes are sparated by a “spacer”.  A 

spacer is the piece that is located between    

panels of glass in an insulating glass system.  Its 

main function is to seal the gas space between 

them. Majority of windows, unlike the Guardian 

Elite Series, are made with metal spacers.  The 

main disadvantage to metal spacers is energy 

loss and condensation.  Our spacer and sealant 

system is made with six non-metallic components.  

Our spacer guarantees your home the warmest 

glass and least condensation possible.  



Glass Options 

Obscure 

 

Guardian Elite Series offers textured 

glass in a variety of distinctive     

choices that add visual interest to 

any design while offering variablility 

in light control.  With a range of     

options at your fingertips,  you can 

finda a standard glass texture for   

virtually every application and       

aesthetic, from traditional to modern. 

Niagra 

Screen Options 

Industry Average Screen 

Diamond Grid Prairie Grid 

Colonial Grid 

ThruVision PLUS® is our fiberglass improved visibility 

screen.  This product does for windows and doors 

what high-definition technology has done for          

television viewing: it improves the view by making it 

sharper and more vivid.  
ThruVision PLUS® 

standard on all 

Guardian Elite Series 

Grid Options 

Simulated Divided Lites (SDL)       

Permanent interior and exterior 

grids will provide a truly authentic 

look.  Interior grids are available in a 

Euro-White or Wood Laminate.     

External grids are vailable in           

Euro-White or colors to match    

products exterior. 

Flat Grid Contour Grid 

SDL Grid 



    The AAMA Certification  

    Program is the only  

    program in the window 

and door industry that requires that the            

components used in the finished window and door 

assembly pass their own set of performance tests . 

The program also requires that use of AAMA       

accredited lab so that tests are performed by 

qualified, experienced professional susing    

properly calibrated equipment.  Also, there are 

two surprise manufacturing plant inspections    

every year that offered added quality assurance 

that translates to peace of mind.  If you demand 

windows and doors that meet stringent              

performance standards, just look for the AAMA 

Certifcation Label which tells you that a sample of 

the unti passed required performace tests for      

resistance to air leakage, water penetration and 

wind pressure.  

 hen you purchase a window or   patio 

door  that is advertised as the most energy        

efficient, you want to make sure the claims are 

based on facts,  certified by a truly independent 

and objective uauthority. Their unbiased test      

results educate tpurcasers alloweing them to 

make a more educated choice.  

Guardian Elite Series 
Industry     

Minimum 

Triple 

Glazed 
% Improved 

AAMA Rating              Per-

formance grade 
R15 R55  

Structural Integrity Design 

Pressure (DP)  Wind load the 

window can withstand before 

breaking 

DP 15           

(94 MPH) 

DP 80         

(217 MPH) 
231% 

Air Infiltration (cmf/ft2)  At 

speed of 25mph 
0.30 0.01 3,000% 

Water Penetration (mph) 

8” per hour 
33 56 170% 

XR138 
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All result numbers are 

based on tested window 

samples by NFRC testing 

window guidelines.  Use for 

comparison purposes only 

Actual values may vary 

depending on installation, 

size of the window and 

other conditions. 

A l l  i l l u s t r a t i o n s ,                 

p h o t o g r a p h s  a n d         

specifications in this       

publication are based on 

the  l a tes t  p roduc t             

information available at 

the time of printing.  Some 

windows shown with        

optional features. 

See the actual product for 

complete accuracy.  The 

manufacturer reserves the 

right to alter or discontinue 

any model or specification 

without notice.  


